Over the last two decades, software product lines have been used successfully in industry for building families of systems of related products, maximizing reuse, and exploiting their variable and configurable options. In a changing world, modern software demands more and more adaptive features, many of them performed dynamically, and the requirements on the software architecture to support adaptation capabilities of systems are increasing in importance. Today, many embedded system families and application domains such as ecosystems, service-based applications, and self-adaptive systems demand runtime capabilities for flexible adaptation, reconfiguration, and post-deployment activities. However, as traditional software product line architectures fail to provide mechanisms for runtime adaptation and behavior of products, there is a shift toward designing more dynamic software architectures and building more adaptable software able to handle autonomous decision-making, according to varying conditions. Recent development approaches such as Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) attempt to face the challenges of the dynamic conditions of such systems but the state of these solution architectures is still immature. In order to provide a more comprehensive treatment of DSPL models and their solution architectures, in this research work we provide an overview of the state of the art and current techniques that, partially, attempt to face the many challenges of runtime variability mechanisms in the context of Dynamic Software Product Lines. We also provide an integrated view of the challenges and solutions that are necessary to support runtime variability mechanisms in DSPL models and software architectures.
Introduction
Nowadays, many organizations have adopted a Software Product Line (SPL) development approach for building their own product portfolio with higher quality and at lower cost. The reduction in time-to-market conditions and the launching of new products or releases more quickly is one of the key drivers for the adoption of an SPL strategy. However, as more and more systems require the adaptation to different context conditions or working under better quality conditions, a number of challenges have emerged that static or conventional SPL approaches cannot provide.
Companies producing large-scale software and embedded systems that require highly configurable options, many of them configured by end-users at post-deployment time, are facing new challenges to adapt conventional SPLs to more dynamic approaches able to handle runtime concerns. For more than twenty years, companies have launched successful product lines to build software products faster and cheaper with higher quality. Several experiences in the product line hall of fame (Van der Linden et al., 2007) have demonstrated the benefits of the adoption of a product line approach.
Today, software-intensive embedded system families demand highly configurable and adaptable mechanisms many of them managed at runtime. Much of these systems are designed using software architectures that include runtime mechanisms for adaptation purposes, but stringent quality and business requirements drive the motivation for dynamic extensions, runtime reconfiguration, optimized performance, and autonomous behavior, amongst others. For instance, mobile and service-based applications have grown exponentially, affecting a large number of users that use software and devices that demand runtime post-configuration facilities. Customizable and context-aware services drive the current trend of cloud and SOA-based systems for selecting the most suitable service located anywhere, and context-ware properties play a role to adjust the service to new context conditions. Furthermore, binding services dynamically, demands rebinding and multiple binding capabilities by introducing variants for the dynamic selection of services, as this feature is not supported by conventional product lines. Combined approaches mixing SPL and SOA (Gomaa and Hashimoto, 2011) deal with the challenges to incorporate runtime mechanisms addressing context-awareness properties of services where family members need to evolve after deployment. In addition, the variety of self-adaptive, self-management, and autonomous systems (e.g., robots, unmanned vehicles) also require autonomous behavior and automatic decision-making, often based on a set of system options that can be activated and deactivated according to varying context conditions or user preferences.
During the past 15 years, traditional SPL approaches (Bosch, 2000; Clements and Northrop, 2001; Pohl et al., 2005) have successfully addressed the development of system families from a common architecture, maximizing reuse, and exploiting the variability of systems to produce cheaper and higher-quality products in less time. However, in a changing world, the increasing need for adaptive software demands autonomous behavior and selfmanagement properties bringing new challenges for dynamic adaptation in system families. As variability becomes more dynamic, there is a clear to move to recent development approaches like Dynamic Software Product Lines -DSPLs (Hallsteinsen et al., 2008; Hinchey et al., 2012; Bencomo et al., 2012) as an emerging paradigm to handle variability at runtime and at any time.
Target audience and summary of contributions
The target audience of this work are researchers in the software architecture and product line engineering fields and also those professional SPL designers and engineers who need to migrate from a conventional SPL to a DSPL or develop software products that demand dynamic variability mechanisms from scratch. Therefore, we elaborate a list of major challenges and solutions that cover the full spectrum of a DSPL. Consequently, we provide our observations from the trenches from research and industry about the current state-of-the-art of the DSPL technologies, and more specifically the need for runtime variability mechanisms. As we have observed that there are partial solutions that work in isolation, one of the key contributions of this work is a framework that encompasses the following:
1. the required DSPL properties consisting of runtime variability support, multiple and dynamic binding times of products, and a way to model context properties, 2. the organizational changes a DSPL should have compared to conventional SPLs, and 3. the suggested solutions for each DSPL challenge we describe as relevant pieces required for launching a DSPL.
These relevant pieces or suggested solutions go from runtime variability mechanisms for context adaptation purposes to optimization mechanisms aimed to provide the best or the optimal solution in a given context.
The remainder of this paper as follows. Section 2 provides the related work regarding DSPLs. In Section 3 we characterize DSPL elements and processes in a framework. In Section 4 we outline the role and challenges of runtime variability mechanisms and other related issues of DSPL research that we will address in the remainder of the paper. Section 5 describes the set of technical solutions necessary to implement and use dynamic variability. In Section 6 we outline examples of use of the proposed solutions in various application domains. Section 7 summarizes the discussion the major results derived from this research and Section 8 draws the conclusions and future work.
Related work
The current limitations of today's SPL models rely on its inability to change the structural variability at runtime, provide the dynamic selection of variants, or handle the activation and deactivation of system features dynamically and/or autonomously. Because the development of runtime reconfigurable assets is still innovative and not fully investigated in the SPL area (Gomaa and Hussein, 2004; Lee and Kang, 2006; Schmid and Kröher, 2009) , there is an important need to support the dynamic properties of systems and post-deployment capabilities as a new promising research and development area using DSPL models.
At present, emerging efforts that suggest the use of DSPL-based models focus on the implementation of runtime variability mechanisms and domain-specific languages for reconfiguring software system options (e.g., Cetina et al., 2009a uses PervML, a domainspecific language for pervasive systems for reconfiguring a smart home using a DSPL), in particular for specific application domains such as smart and autonomic homes, robots, mobile software, or service-based systems, amongst others. For instance, Cetina et al. (2010) address the challenges of triggering runtime reconfigurations and understanding the effects of such reconfiguration when prototyping a DSPL. The authors describe the case of a Smart Hotel and how Dynamic Software Product Lines can assist a system to determine the steps during reconfiguration operations at runtime, such as the activation and deactivation of system features dynamically and based on varying context conditions. Hallsteinsen et al. (2008) discuss the role of DSPLs in emerging domains, such as ubiquitous computing, robotics, and life-support services, amongst others. Because it is impossible to predict all the expected variability in a product line, Dynamic Software Product Lines should be able to produce adaptable software where runtime variations can be managed in a controlled manner.
Many software applications exhibit random behavior at runtime, and the service computing area is another promising research field where DSPLs have a niche to exploit runtime variability mechanisms for the dynamic selection of services, often based on changing QoS (Quality-of-Service) properties. Several authors (Hallsteinsen et al., 2009; Gomaa and Hashimoto, 2011; Istoan et al., 2009 ) highlight the importance of using a DSPL for modeling and implementing service-based systems by encoding dynamic variability as a decision model for the selection of the services at the latest binding. However, as the computational complexity during variant selection may be a drawback for performance in certain systems that have strong real-time requirements, a DSPL should be able to handle the necessary adaptations and current reconfiguration tasks after the original deployment. For instance, the Service Component Architecture (SCA) architecture style, which reconciles SOA and Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE), and SCA platforms can be used to assemble assets dynamically in a running system (Parra et al., 2009) . Bencomo et al. (2010) address the research theme "when to adapt and how to adapt?" in order to meet the demand of postponement of decisions on software adaptations required by dynamic environments and users.
Dynamic product lines are aimed also at binding features dynamically and to supporting multiple binding times and one or more variability mechanisms (Abbas et al., 2011) . A DSPL nicely integrates the adaptation of assets and products dynamically in changing contexts, which helps products to evolve autonomously when the environment changes and provides self-adaptive and optimized reconfiguration. Additionally, a DSPL may exploit knowledge and context profiling as a learning capability for autonomic product evolution by enhancing self-adaptation (Abbas et al., 2011) . However, in the era of post-deployment evolution (Malek et al., 2012) , where embedded systems can change and be deployed several times, DSPLs offer a solution for software-intensive and embedded system families as they provide dynamic variability mechanisms. There are many embedded systems and application domains where runtime variability can play a key role in order to support the "autonomic" condition (Kephart and Chess, 2003) and manage system capabilities autonomously and dynamically. For instance, sensor network system families that use context information can be represented using variability models to determine and manage those features that vary at runtime (Gámez et al., 2011) .
Runtime variability techniques
The need to provide dynamic capabilities to system families pushes the demand for dynamic variability solutions where the many of the configurable options can be handled at runtime. At present, there are few proposals in support of runtime variability models but none of them cover the full spectrum of a complete solution to be used by a DSPL model. One of these solutions relies on the Common Variability Language (CVL) as an attempt for modeling runtime variability transformations, as it allows different types of substitutions to re-configure new versions of base models (Haugen et al., 2008) . Cetina et al. (2009a) evaluate three alternative strategies for modeling runtime transformations using CVL. Synthesis and modification operations are used to generate a new basemodel configuration or to compute the differences between two configurations and resolve the dynamic transformations in the variability model. Adding the necessary extensions to support dynamic variability in current feature models can be done using a metavariability model, such as suggested by Helleboogh et al. (2009) , where high-level constructs enable the addition and removal of variants on-the-fly to the base feature model. At present, most dynamic variability techniques deal with reconfiguration tasks for activating and deactivating features while the modifications to the structural variability at runtime is marginally treated.
When the existing variability model is modified, the structural and operational dependencies between variants and variation points must be also revisited. Traditional SPL practices use off-line tools to automate feature model checking (Batory et al., 2006 ) of hundreds of "require" and "exclude" dependencies between features. Lee and Kang's work (2004) addresses the need to check the runtime dependencies (i.e., operational dependencies) that drive the operational mode of a system while running (e.g., what happens to feature X if we activate feature Y?). The dynamic changes applied to the structural variability goes one step beyond the simple activation and deactivation of system features, as we need runtime checking facilities for both the changes in the states and the dependencies between features. Currently, there are several approaches but few tools supporting the automated analysis and checking of feature models for SPLs. Most of these approaches are described by Benavides et al. (2010) , which nicely summarizes those scenarios where feature models must be checked if modified (e.g., valid product, valid partial configuration, anomaly detection like redundancies in the feature model, optimization, etc.). The changes performed over the features and dependencies often lead to multiple solutions, but in some cases we need an optimal solution as result of a reconfiguration process. Cetina et al. (2009a,b,c,d) propose a sequential procedure to collect and analyze the preferences of one or more users in a smart home environment. This information is used to produce an optimal product configuration which satisfies most of user's preferences. The FAMA toolset (http://www.isa.us.es/fama/) is used in this work to perform the optimization task. User preferences are collected in terms of features that are weighted, so the tool can compute and maximize the best configuration of features that satisfies the majority of the user's preferences. Also, many real-time systems that need a new system configuration may require optimization before deployment (Cuadrado et al., 2012) and optimization must be performed to satisfy stringent quality requirements. Sawyer et al. (2012) suggest representing the dynamic behavior of self-adaptive systems in a DSPL using goal models together with feature models to describe soft constraints for different levels of satisfaction. The optimization in this case is solved as a constraint-programming problem.
Another related issue to runtime variability mechanism is the capability of the DSPL to handle multiple binding times and rebinding of features at any time, but few works deal specifically with the property of binding time. An early work (Fritsch et al., 2002) describes a list of possible binding times for conventional SPLs. The authors mention the possibility for variants to be bound at three different runtime modes: at first startup, every startup, and dynamically. A more modern reference (Lee and Kang, 2006) discusses feature binding analysis as an activity to define binding units for each functional system unit that changes its behavior at runtime and how this technique can be used to manage variation points of dynamically reconfigurable products. Context analysis plays also a key role to model the decisions when to start a reconfiguration and to identify contextual parameters in the product line. The authors (Lee and Kang, 2006) raise also an important concern regarding the possible states of the binding units (e.g., Start, Suspend, Reconfiguring, Suspending, etc.), more specifically they describe a lifecycle with different possible states for the reconfiguration strategy applied. Therefore, several binding times are needed to switch between different operational modes or state of the variants.
Contextual Information
Another relevant aspect that influences DSPL techniques is the context information that is used by many context-aware, ubiquitous, and self-adaptive systems to manage context properties dynamically. Hence, such context properties can be also modeled as variants (a.k.a. contextual variability) that are managed in the feature model with other non-context features.
Like many self-adaptive systems 1 that exploit context information to adjust their behavior dynamically, recent research (Abbas et al., 2011) predicts an increasing development and use of DSPLs that want to share run-time knowledge and driven by the need of software products to improve quality faster and self-optimize in reaction to varying conditions. As DSPL are an emerging paradigm for the software industry, well-known mechanisms from the self-adaptation field can be incorporated to provide dynamic capabilities to conventional SPLs. One of these mechanisms able to support the autonomic condition of DSPL products is the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE) loop, which is used to reconfigure products of self-adaptive software dynamically. In addition, context profiling in conjunction with the MAPE loop is used to map contexts to variants, and offer then a better selection of the possible alternatives and according to the product line goals. For instance, sharing on-line knowledge at runtime in the context of a DSPL that builds Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) products can be used to self-optimize a particular WSN when and new node is added and reconfigure the network dynamically. Because context features become more and more relevant for DSPL, context analysis (Ali et al., 2009 ) is a technique that becomes relevant to identify and model the context itself through appropriate context features meaningful for DSPL products.
Therefore, the notion of context variability, introduced by Hartmann and Trew (2008) , turns out to be key to identify those context features, as they suggest use classifiers (super-types enable also a classification system for variants) to model and capture the common and variable aspects of the context. However, our DSPL-enabled super-types models do not limit context features to only location properties, as we use this in a more general sense to organize groups of related system features. Also, we do not use a context variability model separate from the feature model like in Hartmann and Trew (2008) . Rather, we annotate the variants with the super-types to specify a superseding classification. DSPLs are often considered to be an engineering approach for realizing adaptive systems based on the MAPE-K loop . In this way, Gámez et al. (2011) describe a feature model for WSNs under a SPL context, which uses also a MAPE-K (i.e., the MAPE loop with knowledge of the environment) adaptation mechanism. The family of middleware (FamiWare) for WSNs developed under the SPL aimed to support autonomic and dynamic reconfiguration of nodes for an optimal network functioning suggests the use of context variability to model context features and plans as two distinct branches in the feature model separated from those other features whose values are known at design time. From the analysis of recent experiences that suggest a DSPL and their related techniques, we informally observed that new elements, characteristics, and activities regarding the reconfiguration and late binding, context-awareness, dynamic selection, and runtime changes among others, highlight the difference versus conventional SPLs.
From our experience in research and industry and from an exhaustive review of current works in the topics of DSPLs, dynamic variability, self-adaptation and reconfiguration, we address a set of challenges relevant for DSPLs and how these connect to specific solutions. Consequently, in order to guide software engineers to launch a DSPL, we revisit the traditional SPL dual-lifecycle development process and reflect on it new activities concerning the dynamic nature of DSPLs, such as we characterize in next section.
A framework for DSPL characterization
The current state of DPSL technology suffers a lack of agreement about what a DSPL is, what activities it should encompass, and what degree of automation runtime variability mechanisms it should provide. From our recent work and observations from research and industry we have observed a set of properties implemented in products supporting dynamic variability and self-adaptation mechanisms. Hence, are contribution is based on the following points: (i) describe the properties required for launching a DSPL, (ii) provide a framework for interconnecting these desired properties with solutions using a DSPL, (iii) describe the organizational challenges that make the difference with conventional SPLs, and (iv) provide runtime variability solutions as central mechanism used by a DSPL. In this work we detail the properties we observed and we use these as a framework to identify the key challenges/technologies a DSPL should posses. DSPL Property 1. Runtime variability support and management: A DSPL must support the activation and deactivation of features and changes in the structural variability that can be managed at runtime. Runtime reconfiguration is another property dynamic variability should encompass. Related work : Helleboogh et al. (2009) and Bosch and Capilla (2012) suggest different ways to modify variants dynamically, while other authors dynamically (Lee and Kang, 2004; Cetina et al., 2009b,c,d) focus on the activation/deactivation of systems feature at runtime. In addition, reconfiguration strategies must be defined to select the means by which the reconfiguration is performed and according to different scenarios (Lee and Muthig, 2008 Lee and Kang (2006) state the need to rebind to new services dynamically. In addition, Bosch and Capilla (2012) describe the relationships and transitions between multiple binding times under a DSPL. Example: Systems that change their status dynamically (e.g., critical systems) and those that mach to different services at runtime (e.g., services bound dynamically) demand more than one binding time (e.g., from configuration to execution time).
DSPL Property 3. Context-awareness and self-adaptation for autonomic behavior: Dynamic SPLs must handle context-aware properties that are used as input data to change the values of system variants dynamically and/or to select new system options depending on the conditions of the environment. The information that often changes in a DSPL is used to make new decisions or to select different system options on-the-fly. Runtime decisions often rely on context information, quality levels demanded by the running software, and user preferences among others. This context knowledge should be used in conjunction with adaptation mechanisms, context profiles, and data gathered during the execution of the system in order to select the best choices. Related work : Cetina et al. (2008) classify different architectural techniques for DSPLs based according to their adaptation mechanism. The connection between the decision models and the reconfiguration activities is highlighted using a mixed approach. Self-*systems (Garlan et al., 2004; Raibulet, 2008; Georgas et al., 2009; Abbas et al., 2010; Cetina et al., 2009d; Raheja et al, 2009) commonly use adaptation mechanisms, but these should be tailored to support runtime variability. In addition, Hartmann and Trew (2008) and Abbas et al. (2011) highlight the importance of context variability to model context-aware properties that can be used in automatic decision making to modify the behavior of systems at runtime. Example: Self-adaptive systems or smart home systems are clear example where context properties drive the behavior of the systems dynamically. Also, autonomous robots exploit context information to adapt its behavior to varying conditions. Other systems like mobile devices exploit location properties or user preferences to configure the device to different user needs.
DSPL organizational changes
In addition of the desired properties a DSPL should have, adding support for runtime changes may lead to some organizational changes in the DSPL versus conventional software product lines. From our observation we believe these organizational changes will modify and/or extend the traditional SPL activities in order to handle runtime activities, such as: runtime reconfiguration, runtime model checking, or transitioning between multiple binding times where re-deployment tasks are sometimes needed. From our perspective, the main challenges and activities that change from conventional SPL that affect the organizational issues of a DSPL are the following: • Domain scoping/analysis: Traditional domain analysis should include now modeling the context properties that are used as context properties by many systems that exploit environmental characteristics at runtime. Hence, while domain scoping still identifies the scope of the product family member, context analysis extends the domain scoping activity to identify those context features that are relevant for DSPL products.
• Architecting the DSPL: The traditional product line architecture (PLA) must include specific modules for supporting runtime reconfigurations and dynamic binding in order to automate the decision making process that may happen at execution time, and those runtime checking processes that ensure the consistency and validity of the modified feature model. • Product derivation: The derivation of SPL products has many challenges when giving automated support (Elsner et al., 2009; Elsner, 2012) . Some authors suggest semi-automatic derivation procedures using non-functional properties (Siegmund et al., 2008) or derivation techniques like model-driven engineering (Pleuss et al., 2010) in order to facilitate the generation of products. Such techniques may change the traditional application engineering phase as they entangle features, code, and automatic procedures to build the selected product more automatically. Semi-automatic derivation techniques are fully compatible with any DSPL derivation activity, as the DSPL products may demand the automation of redeployment and reconfiguration activities. Moreover, DSPL derivation and generation activities provide as much automation as possible and go a step beyond in order to enable the redeployment at the latest time, for which runtime checking of a reconfigured feature model results key.
• Product reconfiguration: The dynamic nature of DSPL products demand checking and reconfiguration activities that can be performed in runtime mode, which highlights the difference versus traditional SPL products.
Consequently, and based on the challenges described before, the organization of a DSPL varies slightly from the traditional SPL duallifecycle (e.g., Van der Linden et al., 2007) including new activities supporting the runtime nature of DSPL assets and products, such as we shown in Fig. 1 .
The DSPL dual lifecycle of Fig. 2 extends the one traditionally used by current product lines with the following modifications. In the DSPL runtime domain engineering phase, we the traditional domain analysis activity is extended with a context analysis task, in which we identify not only the asset requirements and family member features but also those context-aware properties relevant for our DSPL products. Therefore, context variability and contextspecific features are identified during the initial modeling phase. Also, multiple binding times and rebinding options of features can be defined as properties in the feature model, as well as the valid states for those context features. The runtime software architecture should include all those mechanisms able to handle the dynamic changes of DSPL assets and products, the activation and deactivation of features dynamically and the possible modification of the structural variability at runtime. This architecture should lead to the implementation of those reconfigurable and nonreconfigurable assets that will be tested at the end of the line, as well as the validity of the feature model. All these artifacts will populate the DSPL repository for the subsequent phase. During the DSPL runtime application engineering phase, runtime and non-runtime requirements drive the construction of DSPL family members. The runtime DSPL architecture will be customized alongside the feature model to produce the DSPL products that will exhibit the reconfigurable characteristics required. Once products are tested, configured, and deployed, if a new software configuration (e.g., due to the activation of features, changes in the quality level of the system, or the selection to new services) is required at runtime, our DSPL dual lifecycle support encompasses post-deployment and reconfiguration task for handling all these changes. In some cases, certain runtime checking, testing and monitoring, and reconfiguration operations have to be made after the product is re-redeployed before it goes to its normal operational mode. Feedback from this task populates again the DSPL repository. As a result, these new activities extend the traditional application engineering phase with new post-reconfiguration tasks that are performed dynamically. Once we have described the major methodological changes 2 using a DSPL, in the following sections we focus on those runtime variability mechanisms that constitute the core of Dynamic Software Product Lines.
The role and challenges of runtime variability
From the characterization of a DSPL described in the previous section we can figure out that runtime variability is one of the basic mechanisms any DSPL must provide. The role that runtime variability plays for launching and evolving DSPL products becomes relevant when system variants change dynamically over time. Implementing such mechanisms is still challenging and difficult, but necessary to manage the diversity of real-time scenarios demanded by systems using context properties. At present, few authors deal with the challenge of runtime variability. Early approaches focused on traditional product lines; for example Goedicke et al. (2004) proposes a pattern language that provides domain-specific runtime variation point management facilities. Runtime variation points are encapsulated for dynamically configuring the patterns used in the construction of a Multimedia Home Platform (MHP). Lee and Muthig (2006) state "the increasing demands for the postponement of on product variations to runtime to provide an operating-context relevant service" (see also Gomaa and Saleh, 2006) . Hence, features should be dynamically reconfigured and bound at runtime. Also, the COVAMOF software variability assessment method (COSVAM -Deelstra et al., 2009 ) mentions that runtime is the latest time variants should be bound, and this binding time is preferred over variability handled at predeployment when the system has to configure itself at runtime.
One step beyond using a DSPL combines static and dynamic binding of features (Rosenmüller et al., 2011) . The authors attempt to achieve a highly customizable SPL supporting self-configuration and using coarse-grained components to generate a DSPL that provides the runtime environment required by a particular scenario. The authors use an adaptation mechanism that reduces the computational effort for an optional configuration at runtime. For each DSPL instance, features can be activated and deactivated temporarily but they can also be added or removed from the instance (i.e., a feature no longer used is deleted and unloaded). This approach nicely merges static and dynamic techniques under a product line model. Because runtime variability is central to DSPLs, we extend the ideas described in Capilla and Bosch (2011) and Bosch and Capilla (2012) mainly referred to the modification of the structural variability at runtime and runtime binding, as we provide a more complete and concise list of challenges and needs that any runtime variability mechanism should support. Not all the following mechanisms must be supported concurrently by a DSPL, as many of them can be mixed to enhance each particular runtime variability mechanism. We also cite some related work for each challenge to justify its importance for DSPLs.
Challenge 1: Activation/deactivation of system features. The activation and deactivation of systems options (i.e., features) is one of the simplest forms of managing runtime variations, as a user or the system itself can autonomously switch on/off features dynamically. In some cases the system may need to be reconfigured if critical system features are changed, while in other cases the status mode of the system remains the same. Example: A robot or an autonomous system may need to activate or deactivate certain system features to adapt its behavior to a varying environment conditions. Therefore, dynamic variability must support the activation/deactivation of system features.
Challenge 2: Automatic changes in the structural variability. As opposed to static SPLs, where variability models remain stable after design time, dynamic SPLs can modify their structural variability at runtime. Changing variants dynamically and automatically is technically feasible, but changing variation points at runtime requires some form of human intervention. Adding and removing variants has direct implications for the constraints and dependencies between the variants. In this research we will limit the changes to the structural variability only to single variants. Example: The need to include a new functionality at runtime will require an automatic identification and reconfiguration of the new system feature which should be integrated dynamically in the feature model in order to reflect the change in the design.
Challenge 3: Runtime dependencies and constraints checking. Changes in the feature model performed at runtime may require, in certain cases, some kind of runtime checking to detect new incompatible product configurations, as variants that change may also introduce new changes in the dependencies and constraint rules that should be modified at runtime. Also, the validity of the feature model must be checked to avoid unfeasible products when, for instance, a new set of features is selected . Example: Any new feature added, removed, or changed in a feature model require to check at runtime the existing or new constraints in order to provide consistency and avoid incompatible configurations that may lead to a system fail.
Challenge 4: Dynamic and optimized reconfiguration. Dynamic reconfiguration is a key property for DSPLs where software products need to be reconfigured at runtime. As automated checking of feature models is often done in "off-line" mode, there is a need to provide optimized reconfiguration mechanisms that can be executed at runtime when variants change. Example: Systems that demand automatic redeployment when a runtime reconfiguration happens often demand an optimized reconfiguration which has to be computed before the new deployment takes place.
Challenge 5: Adaptation mechanism. Many autonomous systems require an adaptation layer to adjust the system's behavior to the new conditions. The activation and change in a system feature often drive this behavior to adapt the system to new quality conditions or to a new environment. Example: Robots and other autonomous systems are examples where system variants change their values according to varying conditions, and hence, an adaptation mechanism is need in the DSPL architecture to manage such kind of changes. Other systems exploit location and quality properties to modify its behavior (e.g., send tailored information to the user of a mobile phone who changes its location).
Challenge 6: Multiple binding and re-binding. DSPL products may require multiple binding times. As conventional product lines are designed to support one single binding time in most cases, the dynamicity of DSPL models must offer multiple binding times in order to switch between different operational modes. Example: Systems that need to rebind to a different option or service dynamically will require to support more than one binding time (e.g., from configuration time to runtime). For instance, a critical system that goes to an automatic maintenance mode will change the values of some system properties until it passes all the tests and goes gain to the runtime mode, where the values of their variants change to the normal operational values.
Challenge 7: Context variability. Traditional feature models focus on system features and not on context features used to detect and manage context conditions. Therefore, the notion of context variability focuses on the identification and modeling on those context properties that are specifically designed to handle the diversity of the context that influences the dynamic behavior of systems.
Example: Most smart and autonomous systems that exploit context information to adapt their behavior at runtime support context-aware properties which are often modeled as context features (a.k.a. context variability).
In order to link the proposed framework characterizing a DSPL with the challenges that pertain to runtime variability mechanisms, we provide in next section the relationships to the solutions of these challenges in a DSPL context.
A runtime variability model
Based on the properties and challenges described in the previous sections, DSPL designers should decide what degree of automation they need in order to support the runtime concerns of the DSPL. For instance, product line designers or variability managers may need an automatic mechanism to activate and deactivate certain software features in order to handle autonomous reconfiguration capabilities, while it might not be necessary to support the inclusion of new system features (i.e., new functionality) automatically affecting the structural variability. Another scenario may refer to the possibility for providing on-line checking of the variability model when new requirements demand new system constraints that can limit the configuration of current products. As not all runtime variability mechanisms characterizing a DSPL might be necessary at the same time, we describe in this section the basic elements we believe are central for any runtime variability solution and for DSPLs as well. These elements encompass those aspects of runtime variability (RunVar) representation and management and those specific to context information, as relevant features used by many smart system families that managed such properties autonomously.
RunVar representation: Models, formalisms, and languages are needed to represent the dynamic characteristics of the variable options versus static approaches. Several alternatives exist to describe a feature model and the constraints relating the variants. For instance, propositional logic (CNF), constraint programming (CSP), ontologies, and conceptual graphs are formal solutions by which we can describe a variability model. Specific for DSPLs, we need to define the context features in our feature model, which of these may vary dynamically, and which can be bound at runtime. Hence, some extensions over the proposed notations may support the changes in the structural variability. RunVar management: The modification of the structural variability at runtime requires managing not only the features that can be switched on/off dynamically but also the dependencies between features. Hence, when a new feature is added, removed, or changed dynamically we should support how these dependencies and constraints can be checked at runtime (e.g., during the installation of new system functionality at runtime, a system update without restart, or a hot-swap replacement) before the system reconfigures itself. Variability management operations must be extended from purely static approaches to runtime, and the changes must be reflected and visualized properly at the design level. Some key techniques useful for DSPL variability management are the following: (a) RunVar checking is used to automate feature model checking, and testing is necessary to prove the viability of the current variability model and avoid inconsistencies before the system uses the new configuration. Off-line feature checking models are in common use, but on-line feature checking is still needed, in particular to test the incompatibility between features or a particular product configuration (e.g., during a software update) using the constraints and dependencies between features. (b) RunVar reconfiguration: As some systems demand an optimized configuration when features change and before the system is re-deployed, optimized configuration techniques of the new feature model must be provided and avoid incompatible configuration when the systems reconfigures itself at runtime. (c) RunVar multiple binding: is key for DSPLs, as dynamic variability opens a window to support multiple binding times, where products may bind and re-bind to system options several times when system variants bind features between different system operational states. Context-aware capabilities: Many runtime capabilities depend on context or quality information gathered by sensors and these sensing capabilities must be linked to features in order to identify which of the variable options use such information. Consequently, context variability play a key role in identifying those context features in the feature model, as the designer will know which set of features may vary dynamically in the DSPL. The identification of context-aware features and quality properties that often drive the modification of these context properties are key when context features change.
In Table 1 we connect the challenges and the solutions of DSPL runtime variability mechanisms using the framework described in Section 3. In the table, we provide the solution of the runtime variability model for each of the aforementioned challenges and how each challenge meets each part of the DSPL characterization. We also annotate the section where each solution is described.
As a DSPL can implement one or several of the technical solutions we provide in order to address more than one challenge. We do not perceive any conflicts between such solutions, as each one implements a different challenge. However, we found the following relationships between the challenges when more than one co-exists, such as Fig. 2 shows. The solid arrows means than in all or the majority of the cases a challenge needs another one. The dotted arrow means that one challenge does not necessarily need another challenge. For instance, challenge Ch2 needs challenge Ch3 when the structural variability is modified. In the case of the relationship between Ch5 and Ch7, the adaptation mechanism often uses context features for adapting the system at runtime.
In the following sections we will address five solutions which address the aforementioned challenges aimed at supporting runtime variability under the proposed DSPL framework. These solutions constitute proven ways to enable the technical aspects underpinning the notion of a DSPL but they should not be seen in isolation as any specific DSPL may implement one or several solutions at a given time. However, the proposed solutions are not unique and other approaches could be used to enable runtime variability.
Characterization of runtime variability
Since the first representation of a feature model (Kang et al., 1990 ) and other extensions proposed to enhance the description system features, runtime variability requires an additional characterization of current feature models. The need for runtime adaptation of embedded system families that demand new hardware and extensible software features motivates the need for open variability mechanisms. In this section we address Challenges 2 and 7 and we describe our solution for representing runtime variability.
Solution candidate: Our solution for Challenges 2 and 7 focuses on the automation of changes in the structural variability using the notion of super-types, such as described in our previous work (Órtiz et al., 2012; Bosch and Capilla, 2012) . We focus on the structural modification of the variability rather than on those changes that modify the status of a feature (e.g., activation and deactivation). A super-type (st) extends the basic types (T) commonly used by system features. These super-types rely on the notion of context variability (Froschauer et al., 2009) as they act as classifiers in order to define a superseding classification system for features. Supertypes enable software engineers to define categories for grouping variants that share a common functionality. We use super-types to automate the modification of variants in the feature model at runtime. In this work we do not change the variability defined by the variation points (they can also support the notion of supertypes), as this requires some human intervention in most cases, which is harder to automate.
In our model, we define a super-type (denoted by st) as:st: a list of strings (names) defined by the user and aimed to categorize and classify a system feature.
Therefore, a variant (V) in our model is a set composed by:
- Consequently, super-types organize system variants under common or compatible categories defined by the software designer, except for the root node. The automation of the comparison process between super-types can be easily done by reading a configuration file at runtime or performing queries on a database. The evolution scenarios we define to support the structural changes in the feature model using the super-types are as follows:
Adding a variant implies that we need to know the place where the new variant will be included in the feature model. To perform this operation, we check the compatibility of the super-type of the new variant with the super-types defined for its potential parents and siblings, as only variants with equal or compatible super-types with can be added. Removing a variant means that the variant will be dropped from the feature tree and removed from any logical formula using this variant (e.g., from a variation point). Software variability management mechanisms should check how the dependency and constraint rules using that variant will be modified accordingly. Changing a variant in its simplest form leads to change only their values or state, while the structural change refers to move the variant to a different location in the feature model. We implement this operation as a removal task followed by an addition of the variant we want to change to that place, but before performing Table 2 .
In the scenario shown in Fig. 3 , we add new hardware to detect pollen (i.e., a pollen sensor), which is useful for warning people with allergies. The new variant called "Pollen" should be inserted in the feature tree under the "Measurement" variation point, as the new feature has the same super-type (i.e., Ambient) as his new parent and siblings. We have to remark that the new variant "Pollen" has two super-types because its functionality is concerned with "Ambient" measures but also with "Health", as this super-type can be used to incorporate new functions related with the health of users and can use this to connect to, for instance, a medical service.
An automatic procedure can now insert the new variant dynamically in the correct place when the new hardware is added, and the new functionality is ready to use. The left side of Fig. 4 shows a subset of the feature model of the WSN product line, which comprises the following variation points: communication, measures, and actuation. In the right side of Fig. 2 we show the result when the "Pollen" feature is added to the feature model, as it shares a common super-type and also because the other functional units do not have compatible super-types with the new feature. In order to automate the inclusion of variants we suggest the following algorithm, but similar ones can be defined for removal and replacement operations.
The following algorithm describes the steps for inserting a variant in the feature tree at runtime, but similar algorithms can be defined when the variant is removed or changed from one location to another.
To simulate the scenarios mentioned before we used a prototype tool (Variability Modeling Web Tool -Capilla et al., 2007) for which we developed a runtime module called Alter Product Runtime Mechanism (APRM) to simulate the dynamic changes in the feature model. The APRM module checks the super-type of the variants when a runtime change is requested and modifies the structural variability accordingly using a parallel environment where the changes are applied in a secured form without affecting the main system during its execution. When adding a new variant, the APRM can simulate the addition of new dependency and constraint rules, but automatic online constraint checking to detect possible inconsistencies is not yet supported. However, new constraints can be pre-checked before they are uploaded into the feature model. In addition, for removing variants we only need to run automatic scripts to check potential inconsistencies in the dependency rules when we drop a variant. Finally, changes in the values of variants is easy to simulate as we can upload files dynamically with the new configuration, and then check incompatible states of related features. As mentioned, moving a variant to a different location can be performed as a removal operation followed by an adding operation. This solution does not prescribe those cases where a variant can be inserted in two different places, as in most situations super-types are defined for functional units in the feature model that manage a specific functionality for a system family. In such cases, we can define specific policies to resolve conflicts or warn DSPL managers and then the DSPL designer can decide on the best place to locate or change a variant.
Applicability: Any long-lived system that demands a continuous evolution of their features dynamically, often because of stringent adaptation requirements, is a good candidate to incorporate a runtime variability mechanism. Increasingly, self-adaptive and autonomous systems need to adapt their behavior at runtime and provide runtime adaptation and reconfiguration of their system features, in particular for those remote reconfiguration tasks when the system operates in unattended mode. For example, CVL constructs have been successfully used in embedded software-intensive systems like railway signaling and communications (Haugen et al., 2008) . Helleboogh et al. (2009) apply the notion of changing variants on-the-fly to an Automated Transportation System (ATS) in order to support the dynamic variability. An ATS consists of a number of fully Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) that more and more require dynamic adjustable features. The smart home systems domain is another case of autonomic computing where features are reconfigured dynamically to support the activation and deactivation of system features to automate reconfiguration operations and reuse feature models at runtime (Cetina et al., 2009b,c,d ).
Runtime variability management
Today, feature models provide a comprehensive set of analysis operations to achieve what is known as Automated Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM) . In DSPL products, because certain runtime changes in deployed variability models may have impact both in the structure of the feature model or in the current configuration supported by system features, there is a need for variability management operations before the system shifts again to its normal operational mode. In this section we address the problem of runtime checking of feature models (Challenge 3) in two ways: (i) check feature constraints and dependencies when the structural variability is modified, and (ii) check the dependencies among features when these are activated or deactivated. Hence, we provide a solution that enables real-time model checking and reconfiguration capabilities in feature models.
Potential solution: In large feature models, modeling all the changes that may occur in the variability model at runtime could be an intractable problem, as products that dynamically adapt their behavior or perform reconfiguration operations need to change their valid states or switch between different operational models. Therefore, we add a configuration model (CM) module or database aimed to support all valid states of a deployed feature model or configured product. The CM represents those features that are activated and deactivated and also those features that are "damaged". A damaged feature is that one in an invalid state that cannot be activated anymore (e.g., due to a hardware or software failure). The feature model (FM) is used in combination with the configuration model to describe not only the variability deployed in the product but also the allowed configurations that may change dynamically in the DSPL product. In addition, quality attributes can be used to determine the best or the optimized product configuration when one feature requires another feature or if a specific product configuration requires a specific value or another feature. To achieve the proposed goals we devise the following two scenarios: Scenario 1. Changes in the feature model: When a new feature is added or removed dynamically from the feature model, we need to check at runtime the constraints and dependencies of the modified or new feature. This task has been often carried out in off-line mode, but in DSPL products the dynamic behavior of the system demands an on-line checking in order to reconfigure the product dynamically. A feature which is added will be included dynamically in the CM with the "deactivated" state by default. A feature that is removed will be simply dropped in the CM. After, all dependencies between the features that have been added or removed will be checked dynamically using any of the existing automatic checking model techniques, such as Benavides et al. (2005) . This solution complements the solution suggested in the previous section for changing the structural variability, as AAFM approaches will ensure the validity of the changes made on the feature model. Scenario 2. Changes in the configuration model: The second scenario addresses the possible changes in the states of the features, often caused by demand to activate or deactivated system features or because a need of a certain quality level. In this case, the new CM must be checked if it satisfies all the restrictions imposed by the FM. Among these operations, a "valid configuration" operation determines whether a CM is valid (i.e., the CM meets all the constraints with respect to a given FM). In order to determine which changes should be made to obtain a valid CM, we use what we call the "configuration reparation" task (White et al., 2010; Trinidad, 2012) which computes the new CM satisfying all the constraints defined in the FM. We achieve the new CM with the smallest number of changes with respect to the previous CM. This operation can be described in terms of constraint optimization or SAT problems that can be solved on behalf of a logical reasoner software, such as Fig. 4 describes.
In order to incorporate runtime variability management facilities to the DSPL, we advocate the use of AAFMs that can be supported by well-known declarative paradigms such as SAT 3 or constraint programming problems 4 . Moreover, DSPL solutions can exploit off-the-shelf logical solvers (e.g., SPLOT -http://www.splot-research.org/ -and FAMA) are AAFM solutions that can manage the dynamic checking and diagnosis of variability models. SPLOT is a web application analyzes feature models, while. FAMA (Trinidad et al., 2008a,b) is an off-line tool that can be integrated in on-line mode for feature model checking operations.
Example: As an example of scenario 2, let us consider a DSPL product of a smart home system (SHS) whose variability model is shown in the feature model of Fig. 5 . The current state for each feature is also shown in the DSPL product. In our example, lighting and control system functionalities can be activated via Cell Phone. In case an end-user wants to use the video on-demand feature, the current configuration is not valid until the video on-demand can activate the Internet connection (currently deactivated). Consequently, a "configuration explanation" operation uses diagnosis techniques to determine which features must change their state to reach a valid product configuration at runtime. In this situation four possible reconfigurations can be obtained, one for each kind of Internet connection: wifi-b/g, wifi-n, Ethernet, and 3G protocols. The tiebreak criterion to choose the best configuration can be based on quality attributes demanded by the user or desired system configurations such as the available the bandwidth rate. Once the algorithm determines the optimal or the right configuration, the CM features change their values to the valid states once the constraints and dependencies have been satisfied. Applicability: The proposed solution for checking feature and configuration models on-line provides DSPL products autonomous reconfiguration capabilities. Such facility becomes useful for selfhealing systems but limited by the physical access to the system, such as smart home and SCADA systems, or spacecraft missions (except in those cases where remote reconfiguration is possible). In those cases where the system demands human intervention (e.g., due to a replacement of a physical module), our suggested solution enables the activation and deactivation using the previous known configuration and the constraints defined in the feature model. Remote updates are possible launching a reconfiguration process that requires only update the feature model that represents the overall set of allowed configurations of the system.
Runtime binding and re-binding
For years, conventional SPLs have exploited the notion of binding time to delay the design decisions to a later stage, what is often known as variability in time. Traditionally, SPL models and products limit this delay to only one binding at a time (e.g., a product knows the values of its variants at, for instance, design or configuration time), but more than one binding time concurrently is rarely seen.
Today, in the era of post-deployment, more and more systems push to support runtime binding modes In this way systems need to be reconfigured and redeployed several times or periodically. Therefore, the increasing demand of self-adaptation properties, late binding of variants, and the need to re-bind system options several times has motivated the necessity to support: (i) multiple binding times, and (ii) re-binding capabilities in order to provide highly adaptable products. In line with the concept of any-time variability "the ability of a software artifact to vary its behavior at any point in the life cycle" ( Van der Hoek, 2004) , this section addresses Challenge 6.
Potential solution: Dynamic Software Product Lines often demand multiple binding times and bind variants at a very late stage in the software lifecycle, as the flexibility and dynamicity of DSPL products depends more on the possible times where variants can bind to their values. In our DSPL reference architecture, a binder (i.e., a dynamic binding manager) is a module that manages multiple and late binding times, but variants can be bound differently. For instance, an autonomous system that modifies its behavior using exclusively context information may implement a binder that can upload different values from local or remote dynamic files, while a service-based system may implement a binder that selects new services using system variants on behalf of a proxy server which redirects the requests to the right service. In mobile software, build-in variants are integrated into the software device when the end-user selects a configurable option, and some system options are bound locally in the device while others need a remote connection to a service provider. Hence, different binding solutions for different dynamic systems might be possible. Additionally, enabling multiple binding and re-binding capabilities lead also to move from one binding time to another, but not all the transitions are allowed (e.g., we cannot bind a variant from design or compilation time to runtime, but moving from configuration to runtime is possible). Likewise binding time is a property of feature models in conventional SPLs that could be annotated separately, we could have a database or text files supporting a set of allowed binding times for each bunch of related features in the DSPL. The transition from one binding time to another will depend of the capabilities of the binder and concrete DSPL product.
From a recent work , we provide a finer classification for multiple binding times and the possible transition from one binding time to another. We describe this in Table 3 , which guides software designers on the selection of static or dynamic binding times and on the possible transitions between them. The explanation of the table is as follows:
• Static/dynamic binding: The first row of the Table describes for each of the proposed binding times which of them can be considered static, dynamic or both.
• Configurability: The second row describes how difficult or easy we perceive implementing each binding time solution will be. As For instance, a DSPL product can be configured at the customer side before deployment while end-users can configure some system options in the product (i.e., customer side). By contrary, products that implement runtime variability are expected to bind their variants at the customer side. However, we do not take into account those testing operations that the developer may run or special remote configurations (e.g., the case of unmanaged vehicles or systems) for classifying the binding time in one site or another.
• Transition between multiple binding times: The fifth row shows the possible transitions from one binding time to another. A transition happens when we use a static or dynamic binding and the designer allows changing the moment in which the variants are bound, but from the point of view of a DSPL, we limit the transitions only to dynamic binding. The arrows between two binding modes mean the allowed transitions for each of the binding times described in the columns. For instance, for configuration binding time (Cf), variants using a dynamic strategy can bind to their values at configuration time but if the system implements, for instance, automatic deployment procedures, certain variants can bind their values at deployment time (Dpl). Another example that happens at the pure runtime binding time is the transition "PRT → PRT", which means that the product running in fully operational mode can be reconfigured dynamically and it will go again to the same operational mode where variants at bound at the same stage.
Example: To motivate our example, we focus on the simulation of the dynamic binding of single services as part of work developed at the Rey Juan Carlos University in 2010, where we developed prototype software to select services dynamically using two operation modes: manually and automatically. Our example does not show any transition between possible binding times but it serves to illustrate a possible binding solution for service-oriented systems. The platform uses a set of quality attributes which can be flexibly grouped in a quality formula using a set of variants. A Web server acting as a broker stores local services while third-party providers can also put the information of their services using a Web form (i.e., these services are stored remotely on the service provider infrastructure). Therefore, each broker stores in a SQL database the information of their local and remote services available for the users of the platform. Once a user selects a service of a specific type and functionality, the broker compares the quality of the current service (i.e., the quality is determined by a formula using different quality parameters) with those others stored in the database. If the broker finds a new service with better quality, it binds to the new service found at runtime. In manual mode, the system warns the user if he/she would like to switch to a better service while in automatic mode this task is done transparently to the user. The binder also manages the states of the services and the PID to stop and start services, as well as a URL to bind to remote services. Software variability is used to manage the parameters of the quality formula and part of the information used by the binder. As expected, the broker acts as a proxy server to locate and bind distributed services stored in different machines. Fig. 6 shows an example of the modules supporting the functionality for the dynamic selection of single Web services that use QoS properties and context information (e.g., GPS location info) as variants for the selection of the best service.
Applicability: As there many types of systems where dynamic binding is possible, in Table 4 we provide different types of binding solutions that enable dynamic binding or allow the transition between different binding times.
Table 4
Systems make use of dynamic binding solutions.
Types of system suitable for dynamic binding
Binding technology solutions
Self-adaptive and autonomous systems
Variants bind to values using dynamic configuration files. The binder binds values at runtime downloading a remote file or using data from the environment Service-based systems A local or remote proxy server selects services to bind variants defined in service-based application. The binder is often implemented as a proxy Mobile software A local binder in the device selects in-built system options. The binder access services remotely through a proxy server in the service provider or third-party provider. Variants are instantiated using context information like the in-built positioning system Stand-alone systems that demand periodical reconfiguration tasks
Variants bind to values using dynamic configuration files. The system connects to a remote server to select new configurable options remotely Cloud-base systems Mobile cloud-based software Cloud applications bind remotely to service using domain-specific platforms like SCA (System Component Architectures). Cloud providers offer specific hardware-software integrated solutions where users get resources dynamically on demand on behalf of virtualized solutions offered by the SaaS-PaaS-IaaS model or using virtual machine-based cloudlets for mobile devices 
Context variability for adaptation purposes
Many embedded systems use context information to adjust their behavior at runtime. For instance, hardware sensors detect the changes in the environment and the system reacts to the new conditions. In other cases, software detects changes in the quality conditions and selects a new alternative or service at the latest binding time in order to perform the same operation better. From our point of view, systems that exploit context awareness must gather data from three different sources: (i) hardware sensors, (ii) software sensors able measure the qualities of the running system (e.g., Internet, services, and scripts), and (iii) user input (e.g., mobile software users that activate a system feature). Consequently, the context-awareness conditions for DSPLs should enable this multi-data entry capability to activate or switch system features dynamically. For DSPLs, runtime variability mechanisms should use features specifically related to manage context information on-demand and offer runtime reconfiguration alternatives for highly configurable products. In this section we address Challenges 1, 5, and 7.
Potential solution: Following the strategy of annotating DSPL features with super-types, we suggest an integrated solution for context features rather duplicating feature models (i.e., a feature model and a context variability model). This way provides a simpler solution and reduces the number of dependencies between features. Like other FODA extensions proposed in the past (e.g., annotate FODA with quantitative values), we label those contextaware features in the FODA tree with "C" and we specify some additional information that will be used by a MAPE manager for our DSPL autonomic context-aware products. We assume those features not labeled with "C" do not have influence in contextaware properties, and the software designer is the responsible to model those context features in the variability model. We believe that context features provide the necessary capability of systems to reconfigure and manage themselves when features bind dynamically to their allowed options during several binding times.
As shown in Table 5 , we define supplementary information useful for a context manager to control the information described in the context features. This information is managed in our reference architecture by the variability manager and other reconfiguration and binding mechanisms. The second column of Table 5 shows the current "State" of the feature, that is when a feature is activated or deactivated. The third and fourth columns describe the names of the policies and reconfiguration strategies that apply for each context feature. For instance, the reconfiguration of a particular feature is often driven by one policy which may comprise one or several reconfiguration strategies. These algorithms are used by the variability manager to adjust the behavior of the system to different situations. Finally, we include the binding time of the features, as more than one binding times are possible for DSPL products.
The detection of incompatibilities between active and nonactive features or between different reconfiguration strategies must be solved by adequate policies and by the variability manager module. In addition, reconfiguration plans must be tested safely before the reconfiguration process happens and to avoid inconsistent states in the system, but in most cases a rollback mechanism is also provided. However, our goal with this solution is to provide a model to define context features linking these to reconfiguration strategies, and not to provide specific reconfiguration actions dependable of a particular hardware and/or system functionality.
Our proposed solution is straightforward and simple but it eases the way to annotate context features without having two distinct feature models, as the proposed table can be easily handled in order to select the best runtime reconfiguration and adaptation strategy. Example: Fig. 7 extends the WSN feature model of Fig. 3 to label only those context features with "C". This gives the designer a quick view about the context features without having separate branches in the feature model and to organize the context variability. We could also apply the same solution to annotate the state (i.e., On and Off) of the features and show the dynamic changes graphically.
Regarding the states of the features given in Table 5 , one runtime scenario could be triggering events when certain threshold values are exceeded, as this may require the activation and/or deactivation of system features based on the events received by the sensors and analyzed by a MAPE loop. The modification to any of the nodes in the network may cause an update to the software of the rest of the nodes, as the information propagates across the network. A similar scenario has been used in previous work (Órtiz et al., 2012) . Any high-level notation can be used to formalize the changes in the states and implemented using a high-level programming language. In the following pseudo-code we describe how features can be activated according to a certain event and the current configuration of the threshold values. All the suggested changes are checked and applied in case there is no conflict and all constraint rules are satisfied. Applicability: Self-*systems, pervasive, and autonomous systems among others are the most suitable candidates to benefit from the usage of context features. Experiences with autonomic computing in the Wireless Sensor Network field, where sensor nodes adapt themselves to context changes with minimum human intervention and exploiting context features (Gámez et al., 2011) , or the case of a smart home system (SHS) where a feature model is embedded as a system component to guide the selection of system variants in response to changes in the environment. In this solution, features are associated to reconfiguration plans to provide self-reconfiguration capabilities at runtime (Cetina et al., 2009b,c,d ).
Dynamic and optimized reconfiguration
Some dynamic systems take into account the preferences of different users in terms of desirable features and measurable criteria such as memory and power consumption or feature attributes such as Internet bandwidth or screen resolution. When customer's preferences change at runtime, the system must be reconfigured to satisfy as much preferences as possible. Since user's preferences might be contradictory, only some of them can be partially satisfied and a criterion is needed to compute the most suitable reconfiguration. This section addresses Challenge 4.
Potential solution: Although these proposals deal with user decisions, they are limited those that affect features, being unable to represent any decision on quality attributes further than the five satisfaction levels proposed by Sawyer et al. (2012) . In this solution we propose the use of the so-called Stateful Feature Models, SFMs (Trinidad, 2012) which represent user preferences in terms of features and attributes. SFMs constitute a natural evolution of traditional FMs that include the set of user's configurations in the model itself, as they allow the representation of user decisions with attributes and cardinalities. The FAMA toolset is able to deal with FM attributes but the current version does not provide a means of representing user decisions about attributes. Trinidad (2012) develops STEAm, an MDE-based prototype tool for the automated analysis of SFMs. Since SFMs enable decisions on attributes, STEAm may prove to be an interesting tool for dynamic and optimized configuration. Example: Let us consider the FM in Fig. 3 that describes a smart home system. There are two users at home whose preferences are: User (A) Watching video on demand on the 42 TV using any Internet connection and; User (B) watching a video from the DMS on a laptop using a wireless Internet connection, either Wi-Fi-n or WiFi-b/g. We assign a weight that depends on the importance of the final configuration which is close to user preferences. For instance, let us consider a user A whose weight is w(A) = 2 and w(B) = 1, which means that two decisions satisfy user A and one decision satisfies user B. Then, a weighted FM is generated from this information, resulting that every feature is given a weight if it is selected or removed depending on user preferences.
Let us consider that U S is the set of users that have selected a feature, and U R is the set of users that have removed that feature. The weight for a feature can be defined as using the proposed formula:
In our example, the Internet connection feature (F IC ) has an assigned weight w(F IC ) = 3 when the feature is selected, and w(F IC ) = -3 if the feature is removed. In addition, Wi-Fi-n w(F wn ) and Wi-Fi-b/g w(F bg ) features have the following values w(F wn ) = w(F bg ) = ±1 for adding and removal operations when user B specify such need. The configurator is in charge of searching for an optimal configuration which maximizes the sum of weights and satisfies as much user preferences as possible. In this case, the most weighted solution uses Wi-Fi-n or Wi-Fi-b/g as Internet connections which satisfy both users. A quality criterion can be used to represent other constraints, such as pay-per-use cost for internet connections, which is bound to the download rate required by the video on demand provider and depending on different screen resolutions. User A can be worried about reducing the cost as much as possible while user B does not care about this issue and maybe wants to obtain the highest resolution screen. In that case, the weights are used to find the best solution which satisfies both users. Fig. 8 shows the inputs and outputs using the FAMA configurator tool using weighted feature models and according the user preferences.
Applicability: Self-*systems and pervasive systems that interact with several users at the same time are suitable candidates that demand optimized solutions, users of these systems often demand the activation and deactivation of system features based on a quality criterion. In addition, service-based system continuously demand changes in the quality level when new services with better quality are found or when external conditions change.
Application domains
Once we have described the possible solutions for implementing a runtime variability mechanism, in this section we provide additional discussion and examples of specific application domains where DSPLs can harvest best results.
Service-oriented systems
Service-based and cloud systems are driving the SaaS (Softwareas-a-Service) trend to provide flexible and low cost services to replace part of the core functionality of systems. Customizable services often rely on quality factors and other context properties (e.g., the user selects a new service as a configurable option in a mobile device), and software variability can help to make better decisions during the selection of a new service. Context-aware service engineering becomes an essential part of modern service computing as it can be extensively used to control the behavior of services. Many of the efforts using contextual information for service engineering can be found in Kapitsaki et al. (2009) . Consequently, extensible variability models for dynamic services are necessary to provide higher flexibility at lower cost. Several experiences suggest the use of variability to select services dynamically. Koning et al. (2009) proposes the VxBPEL language, as an adaptation of BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) using variants to determine the selection of the best choice for composite services in dynamic business environments. The replacement and re-binding of services dynamically when QoS conditions change is supported by different types of variability implemented in the VxBPEL language. However, the majority of the dynamic solutions to bind and re-bind services dynamically when QoS conditions change use a proxy solution to redirect the flow to the right service (Canfora et al., 2008; Erradi and Maheshwari, 2008) . These proxy solutions monitor QoS parameters and provide a binder mechanism to select the most appropriate service available transparently to the user.
Regarding the use of DSPLs in service-oriented computing, Shokry and Ali Babar (2008) introduce SOA (service-oriented architecture) for the creation of dynamically reconfigurable product line architectures and runtime variability techniques for the development of embedded vehicle electronics, as a kind of Distributed Real-time Embedded Systems (DRES). Hallsteinsen et al. (2009) argue that DSPLs offer an adequate development model for service implementations and where runtime variability becomes an important concern for SLA (Service Level Agreement) negotiation. The synergy between service-oriented architectures and Dynamic Software Product Lines have been also investigated by Istoan et al. (2009) , and applied to a service-based middleware designed for solving house automation solutions. Parra et al. (2009) propose a context-awareness dynamic serviceoriented product line (CAPucine), with the goal to combine service-oriented and context-aware to integrate DSPL assets dynamically into a running system. The approach uses a SCA 5 (Service Component Architecture) platform (FraSCAti) to enable dynamic binding and assembly of components at runtime (i.e., context-aware assets). Gomaa and Hashimoto (2011) state also the importance of DSPLs for dynamic adaptation of service-oriented systems, and they use a dynamic feature model for dynamically adapt SOA members at runtime. The SASSY (Self-architecting Software Systems) runtime architecture is the proposed solution to monitor and replace services using the dynamic feature selection mechanism, which dynamically determines the changes to the application feature model.
The importance of combining the SOA and DSPL worlds is discussed by Lee and Kontoya (2010) and Lee et al. (2012) , as most SPLE approaches lack mechanisms for supporting the runtime conditions of service-based systems, where services are monitored and selected dynamically when the context, quality conditions, or user preferences change. Pre-and post-conditions also drive the dynamic binding of services in the DSPL and using QoS specifications to monitor and negotiate the system quality for workflow reconfigurations. With the appearance of cloud computing and third-party providers, the delocalization and selection of services dynamically on-demand become more important for DSPLs in order to build more adaptive and evolvable service-based systems.
Mobile software
Another application domain suitable for implementing runtime variability using a DSPL is the large variety of mobile software products that currently exist in the market. The increasing trend of end-customers that use smart phones to connect to Internet services is pushes to download and use more and more third-party applications (e.g., downloaded from Google Play Store) and other services (e.g., News, Weather, Navigation, Maps, etc.). Smart phones and other related products increase user experience and satisfaction as they allow a high degree of personalization, as users can customize many of the services and applications installed in the device (e.g., profile configuration of latest WhatsApp versions). In addition, much of this software uses context information to locate new services or local information (e.g., Samsung's local app to locate restaurants, shops, etc.), while other application rely on strong QoS requirements like downloading video at a sustainable bit rate or accessing 3G+ networks with enough power signal. Mobile software enables high customization and personalization of software through multi-data entry, in particular for those applications that use context information and enable users to set their own preferences. Therefore, in the era of post-deployment evolution where such devices can be configured and re-configured at any time, runtime variability becomes a good choice to enable the selection of different software options, and access infrastructure's services more dynamically. Regarding the dynamic binding problem in mobile devices, this can be done after deployment locally to the device for in-built variants that are user configurable, or services and software can be bound remotely at runtime (e.g., a software update). This remote binding can be realized through the telecommunication operator as service provider or directly to third-party providers.
Some experiences using dynamic variability in mobile devices are the following. Brataas et al. (2011) use variability for contextaware mobile applications using an adaptation middleware to reason about different application variants that may be reconfigured dynamically at runtime. As expected, the selection of resources on-demand in the proposed model is driven by a QoS model. Also, as mobile and other pervasive devices pose limited hardware capabilities, automatic variant selection is also limited by non-functional properties of the device like memory consumption or the data transfer rate of the communication protocol used, which often hampers the selection time of the variant in the device (White et al., 2007) .
Ecosystems
Successful software product lines experience an expanding scope in terms of products, features and customer bases (Bosch, 2006) . The scope of a software product line typically evolves because it receives broader adoption within the company. However, there is no reason why a software product line would have to stop expanding at the organizational boundary. The product line architecture and shared components, typically referred to as the platform, can also be made available to parties external to the company. Once the company decides to make its platform available outside the organizational boundary, the company transitions from a software product line to a software ecosystem.
There are, at least, two reasons why a company would be interested in moving toward a software ecosystem. First, the company may realize that the amount of functionality that needs to be developed to satisfy the needs of their customers is far more than what can be built in a reasonable amount of time and with an R&D investment that offers an acceptable return on investment. For web services companies, as well as the software industry as a whole, the market often operates based on the "winner takes all" principle. Consequently, building a large customer base as rapidly as possible is a key strategy for long-term success.
Secondly, the mass customization trend drives the need for a significant R&D investment for successful software applications. Especially on the web, e.g., web service mashups, but also in other domains, e.g., mobile devices, users demand a significant degree of customization or even compositionality that allows each user to create a potentially unique configuration that addresses her or his specific needs and desires. Extending the product (which includes the platform) with externally developed components or applications provide an effective mechanism for facilitating mass customization.
The aforementioned developments are some of the driving forces behind the emergence of software ecosystems (Bosch, 2009 ). For instance, companies that have initially built success with their web application are compelled to platformize their application and open it up for contributions by third party developers. These developers can provide functionality that addresses the needs of user segments that the company providing the platform would be unable to develop by itself.
The transition to a software ecosystem has significant implications for software variability. The primary implication is that because composition of the base product with the solutions provided by ecosystem developers is frequently performed by customers, any variation points that are used need to be bound or rebound at run-time. Second, third party applications may offer new variants for existing variation points in the base product as well as new constraints for variant points as well as variants. Finally, there often are interactions between the solutions provided by different ecosystem developers that require significant run-time dynamism from the base platform to address potential conflicts.
Autonomous and self-adaptive systems
Following decades of successful use in industrial automation, public attention has turned again to robots to replace humans and perform tasks where continual human operation would be impossible. This includes the use of robots to facilitate independent living for aged, ill or infirm patients (Brady et al., 2012) . Of interest too is the use of robots for excavating natural resources and for surveillance and exploration. The latter has, no doubt, piqued the public attention in no small means due to NASA's successful robotic exploration program, most recently the Curiosity rover.
The use of SPLs in such applications makes a lot of sense: many of the applications possess many of the same properties. For example, in the case of independent living, houses may have different configurations and vary greatly in size and location, but most will have the same major room-types to monitor (kitchen, one or more bathrooms, one or more bedrooms) and standard "hurdles" (staircases, etc.) although they may vary in location and shape. For this reason, a product-line offers many benefits, with each house-monitoring system being a different instance of the same product.
However, the use of SPLs is even of more interest when the system is adaptive. NASA has long realized that there are benefits accruing from the use of SPLs. In addition to the cost reductions and decreases in development time, the preservation of organizational memory has been a particular benefit for NASA where mission development can long outpace the work-life of any individual. Moreover, NASA missions are by their very nature adaptive. They must adjust to unforeseen (and unforeseeable) circumstances. For example, a rover landing on the moon or other planetary surface, must be able to adapt to an unstable landing, to the loss of instruments or circuitry due to sand and foreign bodies, etc. Adaptation to every possible eventuality cannot be planned a priori, but significant amounts of adaptation are possible.
An adaptive system, particularly one that adapts over a significant period of time rather than continuously, can be viewed as a product line with each "product" in the line being a particular instance of the system that is evolving (Peña et al., 2007) . NASA has realized this and applied it, for example, in its GRAIL missions. A similar approach is being taken with the concept mission ANTS (Autonomous Nano-Technology Swarm). The ANTS mission foresees the use of a large number (as many as 1000) self-similar devices which will either explore planetary surfaces or fly together in a swarm to collect data from the asteroid belt (the PAM submission), the rings of Saturn (the SARA submission) or the lunar surface (LARA). The hardware for each submission will vary slightly but will be built around the same architecture and with heavy reliance on adaptation for mission preservation and resilience (Vassev et al., 2012) . Adaptation is essential as the mission is simply too far from Earth to be tended by humans. In the case of the PAM submission, for example, the round-trip delay from Earth to the asteroid belt exceeds 40 min. Even if the mission could identify an issue and relay it to Earth, and even if ground control could immediately diagnose the problem and issue instructions, 40 min would have elapsed. Dynamic variation enables the mission to take on whatever "role" is necessary in dealing with potential hazards and unplanned events. It is by being able to change at run-time to another instance of the SPL that resilience and long-term protection is retained by the mission.
For example, the PAM submission envisions 3 types of spacecraft: workers, which will have specialized miniaturized instruments for collection of various types of data (X-ray, magnetoscopes, etc.), communication specialists which will relay messages between the low-power workers, and rulers which will coordinate and make decisions on behalf of the sub-swarm based on the data collected. The mission, being so far from Earth, cannot realistically replace damaged components in the short term. However, dynamic variability enables damaged spacecraft to change role. For example, a worker with a damaged telescope due to a collision with an asteroid or another spacecraft in the swarm (collisions are very likely as the low-power spacecraft can only move short distances at a time as they carry no propulsion mechanisms) is no longer able to take images, however it may change role to function as a communication specialist because it has the necessary physical functionality and simply needs to employ dynamic variation to alter its software.
Similarly, dynamic variability can enable different devices to perform other roles. In various ANTS submissions, there are different (physical) hazards due to the environment. In SARA, which explores the rings of Saturn, a significant issue is dealing with exposure to gases and radiation from the planet's atmosphere. In PAM, a major issue, in addition to collisions, is the prospect of solar storms, where the Sun ejects both physical debris and electrical radiation which can damage the solar panels (or sails) of the ANTS spacecraft. Dynamic variability enables the spacecraft to change role to enter a "protection" mode without the small spacecraft having to have all of the software loaded at launch time. Instead, a change of the software is possible to enable a change in behavior. Fig. 9 illustrates possible roles that the spacecraft may engage in Peña et al. (2007) .
Discussion
In this section we discuss our results from the solutions proposed in Section 5 and derived from the challenges described in Table 1 . The current maturity of the DSPL technology and processes showed us that we cannot provide a full validation of the DSPL dual lifecycle, but only partial solutions, some of them being proven in small-medium systems and cases studies. However, the lack of tools covering the full spectrum of DSPL solutions and the low adoption in industry still hampers this goal. From our observations we found that not all of the seven desired properties in our DSPL model need to be supported at the same time. To recap, we summarize in the following five points the major characteristics of the problems we addressed and the solutions given. We believe in the validity of the proposed solutions as a result of our experience in the development of some of these and their application to sample applications.
1. The characterization of runtime variability models must support the activation and deactivation of features dynamically and the possible changes in the structural variability on-the-fly. Our notion of super-types enables the modification of the structural variability and describes how context features can be modified dynamically. Changes to the structural variability at runtime enable designers to add, remove, or change a specific system functionality at runtime and to make the designer of it. 2. Runtime variability management operations are needed to check and ensure the validity of the new system configuration and feature models. Constraints and dependency rules among features must be validated, and automated analysis tools such as FAMA help in this validation. Changes in the states of features are necessary to support, for instance, the variety of systems that exploit context information. Consequently, any change in states of features in a DSPL context must be monitored and checked at runtime. 3. A DSPL must provide late and multiple binding times, as many of the activities performed dynamically happen at post-deployment time. Compared to previous work, we have provided a finer classification of possible binding times and the transitions between them. In addition, and depending on the type of systems we want to build, the implementation of the binding time mechanism can be different, and it may vary, for instance, from a service-based system to self-adaptive software. As there are many critical systems that demand changes between their different operational modes, using multiple binding times for those critical features we can address the transition between the states of such critical features. 4. Context variability now plays a key role for DSPLs, as software designers must identify those context features as system options that may vary according to changes in the context. Therefore, an explicit identification and representation of context features in the feature model helps DSPL designers to manage them more efficiently, and associate specific policies and strategies for the activation and deactivation of those context features. 5. Dynamic and optimized reconfiguration mechanisms are key for many mission-critical systems that demand an optimal solution for the behavior of the system that is support by variants that change at runtime. Our proposed stateful feature models constitute a first attempt to provide on-line optimization solutions with tool support able to compute the best choice based on user preferences and other quality information.
Conclusions and future work
Many of the concepts and ideas described in this paper can be found in a recent work (Capilla et al., 2013) . However, in this research we go a step beyond connecting the problems and solutions that Dynamic Software Product Lines demand versus the more traditional SPL practices. The challenge of achieving the dynamic adaptation and reconfiguration of DSPL products implies in many cases that feature models can be changed on the fly or the activation and deactivation of features on demand or when context conditions vary.
From an architecture point of view, we have highlighted the main functional parts any DSPL runtime architecture should pose, but also how this architecture can be adapted to different DSPL products (e.g., service-based systems). From the characterization of a DSPL we learned that the traditional dual lifecycle used in conventional SPLs must be extended to support post-deployment reconfiguration operations and is motivated because DSPL products should support the latest binding time of their system options, sometimes performed by end users. Therefore, new activities aimed at handling runtime operations establish the difference from conventional approaches where the binding time and the realization of the variability are often performed before deployment time.
Dynamic Software Product Lines offer a good choice for those systems that modify their configuration dynamically but because of the cost of introducing runtime architecture and instrumentation in code, DSPLs are not affordable for all types of systems. This is true also because of the computational overhead required by some of the technical solutions described in this research. We have also provided examples of application domains where DSPLs may succeed or become more useful, as the increasing market of mobile and smart systems demand more and more adaptation, evolution, and reconfigurable solutions. These examples demonstrate the need that applications with stringent runtime requirements demand runtime mechanisms that reduce human intervention when certain system features change.
Future research is still necessary to provide more efficient mechanisms able to manage the dynamic and adaptive characteristics of modern software and also to determine how systems can be deployed and re-deployed automatically using variability mechanisms and multiple binding times, reducing the effort required by systems engineering operations. Regarding our runtime variability characterization, new hierarchies of super-types can be defined and also priority lists to define where a new variant can be inserted in case we could have several possibilities to anchor new functionality in the system. As an emerging topic, we expect that promising new research will bring better and integrated solutions for DSPL products.
